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QSP helps reduce risk by improving understanding 
of how drug activity influences clinical outcomes.
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QSP modeling can inform pediatric drug development.

• Does this mean QSP can or 

should replace clinical trials in 

children?

“It depends…

…on the context”

Adult QSP model

Differences between adult and child physiology

Pediatric QSP model

https://www.rch.org.au/studentorientation/Differences_b
etween_children_and_adults/
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Recent efforts begin to define what “context” means.

Ramanujan SR, et al.
CPT:PSP 2019 Jun;8(6):340-343.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=ramanujan+friedrich
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QSP modeling and qualification for pediatric population MAY 
call for a high degree of rigor in some contexts.

• Most QSP modeling for pediatric populations is not high risk
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Case Example 1:
Ursodiol Treatment in 

Neonates 
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The bile acid ursodiol was under investigation 
for treating neonatal cholestasis.

• Original project goal: 

o Model ursodiol PK to support approval for use in 

neonatal cholestasis

o Ursodiol had been used off-label with ~50% response

• Data: 

o Five infants in the ICU for non-GI related illness 

received three microdoses of labeled ursodiol

o Serum was analyzed by Accelerator Mass 

Spectrometry (AMS)

Ashley and Niebauer (2004)  5. Coronary artery disease. 
Cardiology Explained. London, Remedica. [cited 8/4/2010]. 

Bile Acid Cleared
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Plasma concentration data suggest a 
large interindividual variability.

14C-Ursodiol concentration compared to lower limit of quantification

• Demographic 
covariates did not 
explain observed 
variability

• Shapes of ursodiol 
curves were 
notably different

• Rosa initiated an 
internal project to 
investigate
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Literature data were used to calibrate the adult Bile Acids QSP model.

• Most literature data are in adults

synthesis rate
secretion  rate 
(infer recycling)

% primary vs. 
secondary bile 
acids in plasma

total pool sizesursodiol plasma 
concentrations 

after dosing

% primary vs. 
secondary
bile acids 
excreted

amount in plasma

ursodiol dosing

Model diagram shown in MATLAB SimBiology software.
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Insights can be derived from targeted changes to the adult 
model to emulate the neonate state.

• Calibration strategy:
1. Make an internally consistent adult model
2. Turn off secondary bile acid synthesis to emulate neonate state
3. Simulate ursodiol dosing, analyze *qualitative* plasma profile differences

Adult QSP model

Differences between adult and child physiology

Pediatric QSP model

• Turn off secondary bile acid synthesis – TPN-fed 
neonates lack necessary intestinal bacteria
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Sensitivity analysis reveals qualitatively different effects of 
variability in different rate constants.

Plasma to liver rate 
affects Cmax, tmax, 
initial clearance, and 
terminal clearance

GI2 to feces rate 
affects terminal 

clearance rate only

Gall bladder secretion 
rate affects initial and 
terminal clearance out 
of plasma
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QSP simulations capture qualitative
inter-subject differences in ursodiol profiles.

• Subject data showed qualitatively different dynamic profiles

• PK simulations do not capture these differences, QSP simulations do

• By identifying parameters that affect this profile, QSP points to likely biological 

sources of variability
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• Relative fluxes from GI to plasma vs. plasma to liver shape the initial peak

• Known transporter polymorphisms may explain these differences

➢ QSP research made richer use of sparse data to understand neonatal biology

Insights Based on Virtual Subject 
Analysis in the QSP Model
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Where is the ursodiol QSP example positioned 
on the qualification context axes?
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Case Example 2: 
Pediatric Protocols

in Immuno-Oncology
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Highlights of the work for adult patients have been previously presented.

• Follow-on research in adults by Amgen team has also been publicly presented

Poster available for download at https://www.rosaandco.com/publications

https://www.rosaandco.com/publications
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Client research challenges:  

• Amgen wanted to investigate optimal dosing regimens for bispecific T-cell engager (BiTE®) antibody 

in adults

• Assess the similarity or difference in r/r ALL disease between adults and children

Research approach:

• Develop QSP model to represent disease progression, therapy MOA 

• Create adult Virtual Patients, match Phase 2 data

• Represent known immunological and physiological differences between adults and children

B-Cell Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (B-ALL) PhysioPD™ Platform 
Research supported adult and pediatric drug development.
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Adult B-ALL model captured responses seen in Phase 2 trial and clarified 
underlying mechanisms.

Pharmacokinetics

Pharmacodynamics
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The adult QSP model provided the 
foundation for the pediatric model.

• Literature information was used to set parameters to reflect differences between adult and 

child physiology/pathophysiology:

o Bone marrow volume

o Plasma volume

o Body surface area

o Cellularity of bone marrow, 
density effect on proliferation

o Infant PK parameters 

o Baseline malignant B cells in 
bone marrow, plasma

o Baseline T cell precursors, T cells 
in bone marrow and plasma

o Malignant B cell production rate

o B cell growth rate, death rate

o T cell cytotoxicity

o T cell precursor production rate, 
proliferation rate, clearance rate

o Cytokine production rate 

Adult QSP model

Differences between adult and child physiology

Pediatric QSP model

Non Responder RelapserResponder
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Research results:

• Clarified mechanisms of nonresponse in adults

• Confirmed that therapy was expected to be efficacious in children

• T cell population immaturity and high malignant B cell numbers may influence optimal dosing

Program impact:

• Identified dosing strategies to improve likelihood of response

• Increased confidence for moving ahead in pediatric population

B-Cell Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (B-ALL) 
PhysioPD™ Platform Research
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Where is the B-ALL example positioned on the
qualification context axes?
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KEY TAKE-AWAYS

QSP modeling is ideally suited to get more insights out of 
sparse pediatric data.

A QSP model of adult physiology can serve as foundation 
for a pediatric model.

Not all pediatric QSP modeling is “high-risk” –
qualification should be context dependent.
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